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Abstract. In the e-commerce websites, such as Taobao and Amazon,
interactive question-answering (QA) style reviews usually carry rich aspect information of products. To well automatically analyze the aspect
information inside QA style reviews, it’s worthwhile to perform aspect
classification on them. Unfortunately, until now, there are few papers
that focus on performing aspect classification on the QA style reviews.
For short, we referred to this novel task as QA aspect classification (QAAC). In this study, we model this task as a multi-label classification
problem where each QA style review is explicitly mapped to multiple
aspect categories instead of only one aspect category. To solve this issue,
we propose a contextualized attention-based neural network approach to
capture both the contextual information and the QA matching information inside QA style reviews for the task of QA-AC. Specifically, we first
propose two aggregating strategies to integrate multi-layer contextualized word embeddings of the pre-trained language representation model
(i.e., BERT) so as to capture contextual information. Second, we propose
a bidirectional attention layer to capture the QA matching information.
Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach to
QA-AC.
Keywords: Aspect Classification · Question Answering · Pre-trained
Language Model · Bidirectional Attention

1 Introduction
In recent years, a new form of the product review, called Question-Answering
(QA) style review, has emerged on some e-commerce platforms, including Taobao,
Yelp, and Amazon. As shown in Fig 1, unlike traditional product reviews, a QA
style review consists of a question sentence and an answer sentence. Thus, we
⋆
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Aspect Category: Performance, Battery
Battery
Performance
Question: ӢԜ䘉Ⅾᵪᖵᵪᰦ䰤䮯ੇ˛ᙗ㜭ྲօ˛䉒䉒Ҷʽ

Answer: 㘱Ӫᵪ䏣ཏҶˈᖵᵪᰦ䰤а㡜Ǆ
Performance

Battery

(1!
Question: Does this phone have a long standby time? What about its
performance? Thank you!
Answer: as a geriatric cellular phone is enough, the standby time is

just so so.

Fig. 1. A translated example of QA style reviews from an e-commerce website.

also regard QA style reviews as QA pairs. QA aspect classification (QA-AC)
is an essential fundamental task in sentiment analysis for e-commerce reviews,
which aims to identify the aspect set of the product contained in a QA style
review. The customary e-commerce product review is mainly written for subjectively and generally commenting after the transaction completed, which may
not answer questions from other consumers. Thus, QA style reviews become
widespread and proliferating. Notably, due to the nature of the conversation,
questions often focus on some aspects of the product, where answers also aim at.
Therefore, QA style reviews are more suitable for aspect-based sentiment analysis tasks, and aspect-based sentiment analysis research on QA style reviews is
capturing increasing attention. Aspect classification is an essential sub-task of
the aspect-based sentiment analysis task, and it can improve the performance
of aspect-based sentiment analysis significantly. However, most of the relevant
researches are based on traditional reviews, while few studies focus on the task
of QA-AC. In general, the QA-AC exists the following three specific challenges.
First, instead of one individual aspect, the aspect categories of the sample
shown in Fig 1 include Performance and Battery. It is ubiquitous in QA style
reviews that a single review involves more than one aspect. However, classifying
a review into multiple aspect labels have more difficulties than classifying a
review into a single label. In this study, we regard the QA-AC task as a multilabel classification problem and accommodate our model to this task.
Second, a QA style review is a short text, it’s rather difficult to identify
the multiple aspect categories inside it due to data sparseness problem. Conventional language representation models perform poorly in obtaining semantic
information from short texts. In addition, informal expressions are widespread
in QA style reviews, and existing Chinese words segmentation utilities could not
correctly recognize some informal expressions. For instance, in Fig 1, the phrase
“老人机 (geriatric cellular phone)” means that this phone does not have many
complex functions and excellent performance. After the word segmentation, the
phrase will split to “老人 (elder people)” and “机 (machine)”. Obviously, according to this instance, if using word segmentation, it’s difficult to capture the
performance information of the phone. To address these problems, we adopt the
latest outstanding pre-trained language representation model, i.e., BERT, which
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can effectively alleviate the data sparseness and polysemy problem by modeling
the context semantic representations with large-scale external data.
Third, the QA style review has much contextual matching information between its question part and answer part. In QA style reviews, the matching
information between question and answer plays a crucial role in QA-AC task.
For example, the phrase “待机时间 (standby time)” in the answer part has a
strong correlation with the same phrase in question part than other words. Its
correlation provides valuable clues to predict the aspect of this review to Battery. Therefore, we construct the bidirectional attention neural network model
to detect the important degrees of different characters.
In this paper, with the best of our knowledge, we are the first to define the
QA-AC task as a multi-label classification problem, which aims to identify multiple aspect categories inside a given QA style review. Furthermore, we propose a
contextualized attention-based Network, i.e., the Bidirectional Attention Neural
Network (BANN) based on BERT, for capturing both the contextual information and the QA matching information. In detail, we first adopt BERT as a
contextual embedding to alleviate the data sparseness and polysemy problem.
Specifically, we employ two strategies for aggregating multi-layer pre-trained
semantic representations so as to capture contextual information, including averaging and weighted summation. Then, we encode QA matching information
via a bidirectional QA matching attention. Finally, the empirical results demonstrate that our proposed model outperforms several state-of-the-art baselines by
larger margins on QA style reviews.

2 Related Work
2.1 Aspect Extraction
Over the last decade, as a fine-grained sentiment analysis task, aspect-level sentiment classification captured enormous attention, especially in the field of reviews texts [1–3]. As a related task to the aspect-level sentiment classification,
aspect extraction divide into two sub-tasks, aspect term extraction and aspect
category classification, which is also called aspect classification. In the beginning, researchers proposed several rule-based methods and traditional machine
learning methods for aspect extraction. For example, Rubtsova et al. [4] used
the conditional random field method to extract the aspect term mentioned in
the restaurants and automobiles texts. With the prosperity of deep learning, the
neural networks based methods are widely employed in natural language processing tasks and remarkably adept in learning complicated feature representations
automatically. Liu et al. [5] proposed a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
model employed two types of pre-trained embeddings for aspect extraction, including general-purpose embedding and domain-specific embedding. However,
they focus on general-purpose information and domain information in the embedding layer while ignoring the different importance between two embeddings.
He et al. [6] proposed an attention-based model intending to discover coherent
aspects and proved the efficiency of attention mechanism.
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Different from the above, this paper explores the methods of QA-AC task.
However, Wu et al. [7] are the first to conduct the research on QA-AC by impracticably assuming that a QA style review only contains a single aspect. In
this paper, we first define the QA-AC task as a multi-label classification problem and design a bidirectional QA attention layer to capture the QA matching
information.

2.2 Pre-trained Language Model
Recently, the language representation model has received considerable attention
due to improving scores of many natural language processing (NLP) tasks [8, 9].
The pre-trained language model (PLM) is a type of deep language representation
model, which is pre-trained on a large unlabelled text corpus. There are two
existing strategies in the PLM. Embeddings from Language Models (ELMo) [10]
is a feature-based pre-trained language model, and the Generative Pre-trained
Transformer (OpenAI GPT) [11] utilizes a fine-tuning approach to apply pretrained language representations to downstream tasks. Different from Word2vec,
PLM can generate deep contextualized word representations. However, these
existing PLMs cannot make good use of contextual information because they
are unidirectional. Thus, Devlin et al. [12] proposed the Bidirectional Encoder
Representations from Transformers (BERT). BERT addresses the mentioned
unidirectional constraints and polysemy problem and obtains new state-of-theart results on eleven NLP tasks. Thus, some researches leverage BERT to improve
their models. Adhikari et al. [13] explored BERT on document classification.
Their model achieves state-of-the-art across four popular datasets.
In our study, we utilize BERT to capture the contextual information in QA
style reviews and leverage dominant context-dependent word representations to
expand contextual information and alleviate the data sparseness and polysemy
problem. To our knowledge, we are the first to leverage BERT on the QA-AC
task.

3 Models
We model the QA-AC task as a multi-label classification task. For introducing
our model explicitly, we formulate the task as follows:
Given a QA style review text C = {c1 , · · · , cn }, the target is to predict the
aspect set S = {s1 , · · · , sk } of C, where ci denotes the i-th character in C which
has n characters. As a QA pair, the text C = (Q, A) can split into a question
part and an answer part. Besides, there are k aspects that occur in the whole
corpus. If the text C has the i-th aspect, its si should take the value of 1. As a
multi-label problem, the set S may contain more than one aspect, and the value
of elements in S which represent other aspects are zeros.
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Fig. 2. The overall structure of our model.

3.1 Model Overview
Fig 2 depicts the illustration of our model architecture. In the macroscopic view,
our model can decompose into three layers:
Encoding layer encodes the text C into a contextualized sentence vector
which consists of word vectors. For obtaining the contextualized information in
word embedding, we leverage the BERT contextual embeddings [12] to encode
text C. Especially, we apply two strategies, averaging and weighted summation,
to aggregate embeddings from twelve BERT transformer layers .
Bidirectional Attention layer captures the contextual matching information between question and answer by a bidirectional QA matching attention.
Moreover, we conduct the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to learn the order
information hidden in the sentence. Hence, after the whole attention layer, we
can get the contextual representation for each text.
Decoding layer compresses the representation vector’s dimension and generates the output vector, which is the predicted aspect set of this text. Distinct
from the multi-class classification task, we employ the sigmoid function as the
activation function.
3.2 Encoding Layer
BERT Word Embedding: The first step of our model is to embed our input
QA pair. BERT for Chinese is a character-level model, whose output is a vector
with fixed dimensions. Firstly, after padding the question and answer to the same
length m, we stitch them into a single sentence C = {cq1 , cq2 , · · · , cqm , ca1 , ca2 , · · · , cam }.
Then, we feed the BERT model with vector C directly. BERT generates 12
layers of hidden states for every token in total, especially, which can be all
used to present words. After BERT word embedding, we get the vector X =
a
a
a
1
2
L
j
{xq1 , xq2 , · · · , xm
q , x1 , x2 , · · · , xm }, and xi represents {xi , xi , · · · , xi }, where xi
denotes the j-th layer representation of the i-th character.
Contextualized Word Embedding: In the component of layers aggregating,
we apply two strategies to aggregate embeddings from these twelve layers. The
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Fig. 3. The structure of Bidirectional Attention Layer.

first strategy is averaging. We compute the mean value of each xi to encode the
i-th character. The other strategy is the weighted summation shown below:

qi =

L
∑

ωj xqij , ai =

j=1

L
∑

ωj xaij

(1)

j=1

In detail, qi denotes the word vector of i-th character in question and ai represents the word vector of i-th character in answer. ωj is the trainable weight
parameter of the j-th layer vector. We compare two strategies in our experiment
part, and the results show that the weighted summation outperforms averaging.

3.3 Bidirectional Attention Layer
Undoubtedly, there is sufficient QA information hidden in QA style reviews,
which can contribute to the aspect classification task significantly. Figure 3 reveals the detailed structure of the bidirectional attention layer.
LSTM: For efficiently making use of sequential internal correlation, we employ
two LSTM networks to capture the contextual order information in question
and answer severally. Both question Qi = {q1 , q2 , · · · , qm } and answer Ai =
{a1 , a2 , · · · , am } have m elements. Therefore, we collect entire m hidden states
of LSTM, Hiq = {hq1 , hq2 , · · · , hqm } and Hia = {ha1 , ha2 , · · · , ham }, where hqj denotes
the j-th hidden state in question and haj denotes the j-th hidden state in answer.
QA Matching: In this component, we mine the bidirectional QA matching
information. Firstly, we calculate the matching matrix by D = Hiq (Hia )T , which
denotes the bidirectional pair-wise matching information. Then, we compute
two directional attention matrixes, including Question-to-Answer attention(Q2A
attention) and Answer-to-Question attention(A2Q attention).
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• A2Q attention: We employ a series of row-wise operations to obtain A2Q
attention weight vector αaq by Equation (2).
αrow =

m
∑

sof tmaxrow−wise (Di ), αaq = sof tmax(αrow )

(2)

i=0

where αaq ∈ Rm is the A2Q attention vector which presents the importance
of characters in question Qi , αrow is the row-wise matching vector, and Di is
the i-th row in matrix D. To strengthen the features in each row, we compute
the row-wise softmax before the summation operation in matrix D.
• Q2A attention: Different from above, we employ some column-wise operations to obtain Q2A attention weight vector αqa by Equation (3)
αcol =

m
∑

sof tmaxcolumn−wise (DT j ), αqa = sof tmax(αcol )

(3)

j=0

where αqa ∈ Rm is the Q2A attention vector which presents the importance of
characters in answer Ai , αcol is the column-wise matching vector, and DT j
is the j-th column in D. Similarly, we compute the column-wise softmax
before the column-wise summation operation in matrix D.
Contextual Final Representation: After bidirectional attention, we can get
two directional sentence representations, raq ∈ Rd and rqa ∈ Rd , where d is the
dimension of BERT word vector. We combine A2Q sentence vector raq and Q2A
sentence vector rqa to present the contextualized final representation as follows:
raq = αaq Hiq , rqa = αqa Hia , ri = Wr (raq ⊕ rqa ) + Br

(4)

where ⊕ denotes the concatenate operator, ri ∈ Rd is the contextualized final
representation of Ci , Wr ∈ R2d×d is the weighted matrix, and Br is the bias
matrix. After compression, we can obtain a d-dim vector.
3.4 Decoding Layer
After transforming each text C into a contextual representation, we conduct a
dense layer to generate the ultimate vector of aspects in C. The whole computational process of decoding layer is shown below:
outi = sigmoid(Wl ri + Bl )

(5)

where outi ∈ R is the predicted vector of text Ci and k is the number of
all aspects, Wl is an intermediate weight matrix, Bl is a bias matrix. Notably,
different from the multi-class classification problem, we employ sigmoid as the
final activation function to evaluate the possibility of each category respectively.
In reality, for cooperating with the sigmoid activation function, we set the binary
cross-entropy as our objective function, which we will detailedly expatiate later.
k
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Table 1. Statistics of our QA dataset.
Aspect category number of all instances the scale of multi-label instances
Quality
214
20.1%
Battery
303
23.1%
Performance
652
16.9%
Certified product
421
10.7%
IO
969
12.3%
Function
120
7.5%
Computation
126
21.4%
Total
2586
7.9%

3.5 Model training
Our model can be trained end-to-end by backpropagation. For minimizing the
loss of each aspect respectively, the binary cross entropy is selected as our objective function. The Equation (6) demonstrates how the loss is calculated out.
1∑
(y[i] × log(ŷ[i]) + (1 − y) × log(1 − ŷ[i]))
n i=0
k

loss = −

(6)

where y is the ground truth label set for the given text and ŷ is the prediction
of our model, k is the number of total aspects, and y[i] denotes that whether
the given text contains the (i + 1)-th aspect. We average all cross entropy to
measure the model loss.
In our experiments, we employ Adam [14] to optimize trainable parameters in
our model, which adaptively modify its learning rate during the training process.

4 Experiments
4.1 Experimental Settings
• Datasets We conduct our experiments on the QA style reviews dataset
collected from “asking all” in Taobao that Wu et al. [7] provided. The whole
corpus has 2580 reviews of electronic appliances and contains seven aspects
of products. Each review may express more than one aspect, and we aim
to identify the whole aspects list of each review. To better illustrate the
data distribution, the statistics are reported in Table 1. Notably, the scale of
multi-label instances in major aspects exceeds 10%. It means that settling
the multi-label problem in QA-AC task is essential and ponderable.
• Evaluation Metrics In our experiments, three evaluation metrics are employed to measure the performance of each experiment, including hamming
loss, accuracy, and F1-measure.
Hamming loss is the fraction of labels that are incorrectly predicted, and
the smaller hamming loss manifests a better performance.
hammingloss = 1 −

n
k
1 ∑∑ j
I(y = ŷij )
nk i=1 j=1 i

(7)
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Table 2. Experimental results. The best scores are in bold.
Models
Hamming loss Accuracy F1-measure
Binary Relevance [16]
0.064
0.662
0.707
Classifier Chains [16]
0.032
0.836
0.886
0.031
0.843
0.901
LSTM(Word2vec) [3]
BANN(Word2vec)
0.029
0.861
0.904
BANN(BERT)
0.021
0.886
0.935

where n is the number of all test instances, k is the number of total aspect
labels, yij denotes the true value about j-th aspect of the i-th instances, ŷij is
the estimated value correspondingly, and I(.) is an indicator function which
equals 1 if the condition in parentheses is true and 0 otherwise.
Accuracy measures how many instances have the right prediction of aspect list. In our experiment, only each element in the ground label set and
predicted label set is identical, we regard this instance as the right one.
F1-measure is the harmonic mean between precision and recall. We employ
the formula [15] and adapt it to multi-label tasks. The larger accuracy and
F1-measure correspond to more outstanding performance.
n
2 ∑ |yi ∩ ŷi |
(8)
F1 =
n i=1 |yi | |ŷi |
where yi presents the ground truth label sets, and ŷi presents the predicted
label sets. For example, a given instance includes two aspects, which means
its |yi | is 2.
• Hyper-parameters In our experiments, we split the corpus into training
sets and test sets by the ratio of 4:1, In BERT word embeddings, vector
dimension is fixed to 768. The max length of the question and the answer
are 30, and the initial learning rate is 0.005. Moreover, all models are trained
by mini-batch of 32 instances. Besides, all weight matrix and bias matrix are
initialized by sampling from the uniform distribution U (−0.01, 0.01), and the
dropout rate is 0.5.
4.2 Experimental Results
To comprehensively verify the effectiveness and advantages of our proposed
model, we design a series of models as baselines on the same corpus.
Binary Relevance: This approach transforms the multi-labeled aspect classification into multiple binary classifications without label correlation [16].
Classifier Chains: This approach addresses the multi-labeled aspect classification by a chain of binary classifies, which considers the label correlation [16].
LSTM(Word2vec): This approach leverages Word2vec to transform the inputs, and captures the contextual information via LSTM [3].
BANN(Word2vec): Our model employs a bidirectional attention layer instead
of simple LSTM and uses Word2vec embedding.
BANN(BERT): Our final model employs a bidirectional attention layer and
uses BERT embedding instead of Word2vec.
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Table 3. Ablation studies results

Models
Hamming loss Accuracy F1-measure
BANN(BERT)
0.021
0.886
0.935
- LSTM
0.081
0.559
0.606
- Attention
0.029
0.849
0.911
0.082
0.629
0.675
- Q2A Attention
- A2Q Attention
0.031
0.855
0.911
Using weighted summation instead of averaging
0.019
0.896
0.942

We performed experiments of each approach above, and the results are shown
in Table 2 with the mean value of 10 times experiments.
From Table 2, we can see that all deep neural network methods outperform
traditional machine learning methods including Binary Relevance and Classifier Chains by a large margin, showing that deep neural network methods
can learn more complicated aspect information in our QA-AC task.
In addition, our proposed BANN(Word2vec) has a better performance
than LSTM(Word2vec) with the same embeddings and achieves a reduction
of 0.1% Hamming loss and the improvement of 1.8 % (Accuracy) and 0.1 % (F1measure), which is a popular deep neural network method in a large proportion
of NLP tasks. It suggests that our bidirectional QA attention neural network is
significantly effective, which highlights the contextual QA matching information.
In the end, we restructure our model by BERT instead of Word2vec and
achieve the best scores in all evaluation metrics, markedly with 0.1% reduction in
Hamming loss, 4.3% increase in Accuracy and 3.4% in F1-measure, which shows
that BERT contextualized representation can bring performance improvement
for our aspect classification task and proves the superiority of BERT. Significance
test shows that the improvement of our model is significant (p − value < 0.05).
4.3 Ablation Studies
We conduct ablation studies on our BANN model and expose the results in
Table 3 for evaluating the individual contribution of different components. The
ablation of the LSTM layer results much more Hamming loss and a drop of over
30% on both Accuracy and F1-measure, which shows the consequence of characters’ order information. The bidirectional attention accounts for about 3.7%
of performance degradation on Accuracy and 2.4% on F1-measure, but the importance of these two directions are not balanced. By comparing the ablations
of different directional attention, we can see that the effect of ablating Q2A
attention is more severe than ablating A2Q attention. This is because the question contains more aspect-related information while the answer contains more
sentiment polarities information in QA style reviews. Finally, we substitute the
strategy of weighted summation for averaging in coalescing 12 transformer layers representations from BERT to get the contextualized word embeddings. The
result manifests that the weighted summation improves performance by 1% on
Accuracy and 0.7% on F1-measure while reduces Hamming loss by 0.2% via
generating more rational word representations.
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Fig. 4. An attention visualization with the aspects of “Function” and “Battery”.

4.4 Visualized Analysis
Figure 4 depicts the A2Q attention weights from our BANN, which are used to
measure the importance of characters in the question according to the matching information between question and answer. The sample review contains two
aspects: “Function” and “Battery”. It is apparent that there are six characters
related to aspects in question including “手”, “写”, “电”, “池”, “上” and “网”,
which also appears in answer. By carefully inspecting the color depth on these
characters, we can see that our BANN emphasizes the importance and relationship between the similar aspect-related characters in question and answer. After
bidirectional attention layer, our model can enhance the weights of aspect-related
characters in “手写”, “电池” and “上网”, and decrease the value of characters
in “3 天”, “怎样” and punctuation characters.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a contextualized attention-based model for aspect
classification on QA style reviews. Firstly we recast the QA-AC task as a multilabel classification problem. Then we capture the contextual information by
BERT model, where we employ two strategies to aggregate multiple transformer
layers outputs. Further, we use the BANN model to incorporate the QA matching
information between questions and answers. Experimental results demonstrate
that our approach outperforms several widely-used baselines significantly. For
future work, we will explore the effectiveness of joint learning on QA-AC task
by jointing aspect classification and aspect-level sentiment classification.
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